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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
R.j.r.p.p. has contributed to the dictionary with 6 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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urbasa
UrBaZa is a clear significance whose word in their three syllables, tells us in the language of their OrRiGenEz, that this
was the positive-Ba, " 34 family; gens UrRia, those with respect to gave it (ZA ) the star that all said it and from where
everything started in the gentilicio right. This " 34 family; It was the AmetsKoAk, responsible for dreams and contacts
with those who already were more beyond. BaKeDaAno, ( positive smoke House big ) UrRa etar, UrIzAga-DuLanZ was
his main Hill, so called and demonized as KoKoOnAk-Bi-two in one; of them and why, said Roman UrBi's...The Andía
nature reserve, was the global computation of all the other " 34 families; KoKo-Bi-gens...BaAlDiErria-AnDiErria...

urbasa
So all its peoples, continue counting us the Grande-An-year, was great saw in general-An-day, including UrBaZa as
elemento-monte - MenDiIgo one of its " 34 families; in their OrRiGenEz...All peoples and onomastics, splitting this gave
(ZA ) repeating itself in the gentilicio right, specifically how ye have previously counted up to the land of the rising sun,
passing through the growing Fertil-ur-iztaar-amaaterazu-izanami-izanagi...Because both
IzKoz-ArRiOz-AgoTiIz-AlBiGensEz-KaTaArOz-MoOrAz-AteAz and many more, were to repeat this overall structure of
other common shared positive experiences; that all immigrants after returning to their OrRiGenEz, descendants of this
place, of this site understood...ArTaZa-UrRa-LeGaArObi-GaRiMenDi, have OtsoKoRaLeAiz and toward the N.E.
OrRiInAnDia...Of the three " 34 families; KoKo-Bi, astonished, seeing themselves reflected in them, said these LaTiInOz,
(To the side - " stuck " at his feet...  ) Romans from Romulus-Remus... and UrBi et OrBi...


